Dear ABC:
It would be a pleasure for us to be
able to help you with your query. We have tried to
address your query at priority along with BONUSEs
to help you.
Your Query:
“sir I am in conflict with my employer and in
the process of separation. The conflict has lead
to filing false allegations by my employer.
Kinsly suggest what is the way out of the
situation?

“
Your Birth details:
ServiceName
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Your Horoscope Details:

Role of sixth House , Eighth House & Twelfth
House & Litigation
The sixth house is the seat of conflict and litigation.
Any planet associated with this house or lord of this
house or transiting the sixth house could be a source
of conflict or litigation for any one. A benefic aspect
of benefice Jupiter or Venus on this house or lord of
the sixth house could mitigate a lot of issues and
problems and lead to success in litigation.
The eighth House lord and eighth house are dreaded
and considered to be the most malefic houses. As
they generate sudden and malefic energies for
strong and sudden conflicts in one’s life. Also any
natal planet in this house or conjunct with the eighth
lord or transiting this could transmit the malefic
effects
The twelfth house similarly is the house of
expenditure and confinement. If the lord of this
house is badly afflicted or the house is badly afflicted
to connect to the ascendant- it could even cause
confinement or jail to the person concerned.
What is The Actual Status of Your Sixth, Eighth
and twelfth House and lords and other planets
concerned in your natal chart?
The lord of 6th house is Venus the lord of Libra and it
is in the 1st hsoue of self is strong.

In general it could in certain situations or planetary
conditions give gains from enemies as well as Venus
is a benefic planet. There is an aspect on the 7th
house by the planet Venus. So legal issues could
affect job matters .
The eighth house lord is law master Jupiter is in
fourth house & strong enough. But it is with malefic
mars that rules 12/1 , so outflows due to
partnerships be it person or professional and
conflicts is a possibility.
The 12th house lord is mars or Mangal is in the 4th
house and fair enough with the aggressive ketu
aspecting here. So mars could cause breakups and
issues in job in its sub periods.
Role of Rahu & Ketu/Mars & Saturn in
Litigation
Rahu ,ketu, Mars and Saturn are natural malefic. So
apart from their being in sixth/eighth or twelfth
house( especially for rahu and ketu) even presence
of Saturn or mars or even ketu cause conflict
situations related to the aspects related to that
house.
Like presence of Saturn or shani in the tenth house
of career if not well fortified could cause career
related conflicts etc.
What is The Actual Status of Saturn, Rahu,Ketu
& Mars in your natal chart?

Mars has already been discussion could cause
sudden breakups in job and cause expenditure on
legal matters.
Saturn in 4th house & is very weak her plus old as
well. Saturn rules your career and luck.
You have to in general take care of legal disputes
due to career and landed property or home as well.
Ketu will function same as mars or mangal.
The Role of Saturn Transit in the Sagittarius
sign or dhanu Rashi and Litigation
As Saturn transits the 8th house, there could be an
increase is outflows of wealth & endeavours might be
less fruitful this ties. Especially when Saturn is weak
& retrogressed in transit till atleast august
2017.Legal matters might come to a peak now.
The Role of Rahu Transit in the Leo sign or
Simha Rashi and Litigation till September
2017
The rahu transit in the 4th house till September
affects the mental peace and career. Also could
impact the image of the person to some extent. But
not to worry one should follow upayas for benefit.
The Role of Rahu Transit in the Cancer sign or
Karkat Rashi and Litigation after September
2017 & 2018

This is an auspicious transit. You can win legal
battles. Friends would help you and your ventures
would be more successful now.
The Role of Jupiter Transit in the Virgo sign
or Kanya Rashi and Litigation till September
2017
Apart from the above negative transits- this Jupiter
transit is a saving grace. This would help you in job
and legal matters. Good for help in legal matters.
The Role of Jupiter Transit in the Libra sign
or Tula Rashi and Litigation after September
2017
This transit could cause health issues and may not
help significantly in legal matters.
Summary- Overall results
Till September 2017 atleast it may not be great for
legal matters.
But onwards as Saturn strengthens in transit there
could be improvement in overall luck the 9th house
and also the career matters the 10th house.
Also one could follow the upayas given below for
maximum benefit.
August September 2017 could be a bit critical period
needing prayers- but please don’t worry- chant
hanuman chalisa daily many times, all would be well.
You may change job or some job related change
might be there from October to February as rahu sub
sub period runs.

BONUS year 2017 & 2018
2017( we have already given earlier)
A well planned and disciplined effort could give you
success this year.
you could expect your self-awakening form your
illusions, travel is definitely on the cards and
changeability in the circumstances cannot be rules
out. You could as well expect your dreams coming
to be true during this period.
This is the time when you could expect to complete
something big or which you have dreamt of. That is
you could expect success at a
huge scale. This is the time to work in an organized
fashion to bring in success. You could be referred
to as an expert in your area.
Be careful with spending of money, you could
expect to work in-groups of people. Gambling
should be strictly avoided in this period. The
emphasis should be dealing with practical matters. It
is advisable that incase of doubts one should consult
a professional rather than solely relying on your own
judgment only based on the information available in
a given situation trust your intuition.
2018
This is a time in which one could expect help from

ones superiors ,protection from people in power
possibility of coming into limelight and travel.
This is the time you should try to listen to the
advice given to you by your superiors or people who
know about the area in which you have questions.
By doing this you have a higher chance of being
successful.
There is a possibility of inheritance by the process of
settlement on land dealings or legal cases.
There is a possibility of your getting into new
contracts requiring quick decisions making. Marriage
is also a possibility.
The changes happening could serve as seed for
improvement in fortune, finances and may be
travel.
It is advisable to not to get into quarrelsome
situations under this vibration.
The key is to remain true to one's word and being
helpful to one's capacity will allow.
 What Remedies could help you the
most
 Rahu- donate to oldges homes and leper
homes

 Saturn, Om Namoha shivaye 108 x as
many times daily
 donate to poor people- black things or black
mustard,daal money, especially on
Saturdays- do visit shani temple all
saturdays
 Saturn and mars- hanuman chalisa as
many times daily you could do
 Jupiter om Namoha shivaye 108x as many
times daily plus wear more of yellow
clothes. Please don’t wear pukhraaj or
yellow sapphire.
Luck can be improved by Name alteration as
well. Your name
Your Numbers are given below
name 1 = 27, name 2 = 0 name 3 = 19
LIFE PATH number is = 31 [4]= rahu
BIRTH DATE Number is = 9 [9]= mars
NAME NUMBER is = 46 [1] = mars
POWER NUMBER is = 77 [5]=mercury
HEART # 1 = (13) and
HEART # 2 = (0) and
HEART # 3 = (10)
HEART NUMBER TOTAL = [23]=mercury
Your name number from Chaldean system is =5=
mercury is in strong conflicts with your birth number
that is 9 and your destiny number. This could cause

conflict and problems in personal life and
professional life. Name rectification is a scientific
process and helps to reduce such problems. As your
name is like a mantra OM, and it works on your
energy centres like your chakras for attracting good
luck.
One could view a name report here. The actual
report is much larger than what is given in the
sample.
https://astrozing.com/lucky-name-service/

We wish you all the best in Life,
Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com
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